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Attention Rodders!
The streets of the White Ibis are PUBLIC ROADS!
The Police visit us each year and tell us the same things, and we MUST
abide by their requests, which have always been fair. Due to the
continuing difficulties associated with unregistered vehicles, we cannot
allow mini-rods, motorized bikes or unregistered cars to cruise the
White Ibis. The CRAKK committee and/or White Ibis staff will only ask
you once to park it. And don’t even THINK about allowing an unlicensed
driver to drive your car.
The CRAKK committee, the CHRA and White Ibis staff must also abide
by NSW and ACT laws concerning the responsible dispensation of
alcohol. Underage drinking and the supply of alcohol to intoxicated
persons WILL NOT BE TOLERATED!

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!

(Ask for REX)
40 Kembla Street Fyshwick
Large selection of Wines, Spirits and Ice Cold Beer
Suppliers of Port to the 2005 CRAKK

Ph: 6280 4099
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Welcome!
….to another CRAKK run.
Rather than pretend that this
welcome message is from the bottom
of the CHRA President’s heart, I’m
going to be honest and admit that it
is I, the Editor, that types these
words. The President of the CHRA
(Mark Saunders, who also happens to
be the CRAKK coordinator again) is
WAY too busy to stop and think
about a welcome message.
So…….

Welcome!
Allow me to make an observation.
Every year, it seems like the “fun” is
being forcibly removed from our
event. Remember the drags? The
Take-a-Tankard? Remember cruising
in reverse, with the kids standing on
the running boards? Remember when
we all giggled as your 5 or 6 year old
child steered the rod from the
safety of your lap? Remember when
the kids used to cruise around the
White Ibis is the box trailer? Over
the last couple of years, the minirods and the Kool Bikes have taken a
battering, to the extent that, now,
they are not allowed AT ALL on the
streets of the White Ibis.

that look after the kids events, like
the kids disco, the spark-plug hunt,
the colouring competitions (thanks
Simone, Siam, Tony, Sue and Ewok).
It’s the individuals who jump in when
the workload gets too much for just
one person (thanks Andrew). It’s the
consistency of the few who just “do
it” because they always do (thanks
Reddo and Denis). It’s the sponsors
who hand over their sponsorship
dollars, then their CRAKK entry
forms and ask ”What do you want me
to do now”? (thanks Graeme, Danny,
Alan, Frank, Harry, Jake, Thommo,
Stumpy, Ben, Swanny).
It’s the rodder who stops halfway
around the cruising track, jumps out
and says to you “The keys are in it”
and walks away.
This year, we mourn the loss of our
favourite all around good guy, Bill
Lynch. In his memory, have fun.
Choco Munday.

What’s going on? Where’s the fun?
Well, we are attempting to make it
fun within the limits of our new,
litigious society, choc - a - block full
of terrorists, racist gangs and
corrupt officials. I’m sure you’ll all
agree that you wouldn’t be here if it
wasn’t fun, so we must be doing
something right.

There is a team of people working
behind the scenes that make the
CRAKK run FUN! These are the ones
Mark Saunders
Choco Munday

CRAKK 2005 Committee
Run Coordinator
Editor

Call Mark on 0421 052 341 or Choco on 0412 883 235
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Publishers of Australian Street Rodding Magazine and Specialist
Automotive Books for Hot Rod and Custom Car enthusiasts

One lucky entrant will win a subscription to ASR magazine thanks to Graffiti,
sponsors of the 2006 CRAKK run.

This Tex Smith book by
Ron Ceridono has it all:
Chrysler - DeSoto - Dodge
Hemis are covered in detail
for street, race, marine and
restoration in blown and
naturally aspirated forms.
This book is the complete
source for Hemi fanatics. It
includes in-depth build-ups
and covers everything from
the best traditional tricks to
the latest in fuel injection
adaptations. Complete
identification and
specifications for all models
are given. Also included are
Polyspheres and the new
426 crate motors. Choco
Munday also writes about
the Aussie Hemi and the
elusive Toyota Hemi.

Radical Hot Rods
The most outrageous
Hot Rods in the world
are featured in this
book by Larry
O’Toole. All the colour
and spectacle of the
top end of hot
rodding comes
together in this full
colour book.
Monstrous blown engines, huge wheels and tyres,
extreme styling and exotic, advanced engineering
are ingredients that combine to become the radical
hot rods of today. Impractical, twitchy, but
spectacular, Larry’s book depicts dozens of full
colour examples with mini-features throughout.

The latest manual from
Choco Munday. The ever
increasing presence of
electronics in modern
vehicles is starting to
trickle through to the hot
rod and custom market
where enthusiasts are
going to have to deal with
some of this new
technology. Choco Munday
shows you how to get your
knowledge up to speed in
easy to understand
layman's terms. This book
also includes conventional
wiring information and it is
extensively crossreferenced to make your
electrical and electronics
research easy. No hot
rodder's library should be
without this book.

Discover how you, too,
can build an engine
management system
into your Hot Rod,
Kustom or Street
Machine project.
Described in easy to
understand, plain
English from start to
finish, you’ll be
amazed at what you
can do with Electronic
Fuel Injection. Retain
the Hot Rod look, and
discover a new era of
rodding technology.

Visit Graffiti at: http://www.graffitipub.com.au
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Timic Hot Rod Supplies
Tim Buggy, Mic Tozer
Phone (02) 4732 5676
Unit 3, 37—47 Borec Rd.
Penrith NSW
Fully licensed mechanical
workshop



Instruments/Gauges



Petrol Caps



Wiring Harnesses



Turn Signals



Mirrors



Carburetors



Wipers



Lights

The Shortest Fairy Tale in the World
Once upon a time, a guy asked a girl "Will you marry me?"
The girl said,"NO!"
And the guy lived happily ever after and went fishing, hunting and played golf a
lot and drank beer and farted whenever he wanted to.
THE END
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Day 1
Thursday 26th Jan
Time

Event

10 am — 11 am Registration (White Ibis)
11 am — 2 pm

Australia Day function TBA

4 pm — 6 pm

Registration (White Ibis)

Tuggeranong Tyrepower
Remember….

Don’t get caught BALD!
Cnr Reed and Anketell Street,
Tuggeranong
John Thompson, Manager
Phone (02) 6293 4411
Mobile 0413 700 920
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Day 2
Friday 27th Jan
Time

Event

8 am – 9 am

Breakfast (Eggs, bacon, coffee and tea on us)

8 am – 9.30 am

Registration (White Ibis reception area)

12.30—1.30pm

BBQ Lunch (White Ibis) (on us!)

2 pm — 4 pm

Krooze—War Memorial Annexe

4 pm — 6 pm

Registration

6.pm — 7 pm

Sausage Sizzle

8 pm — Late

Beer, Port, Wine

8 pm – Midnight

Music and fun — Live Band
Under continuous development for
over 20 years, VIGIL Street Rod
insurance is designed to offer the
maximum flexibility for the Street
Rod enthusiast. It has variations
built in so that the product can be
tailored to suit the vehicle owner
and keep costs down.
Contact your NSW rep
Charlie Saliba
Email: cwsgroup@telpacific.com.au
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Day 3
Saturday 28th Jan
Time

Event

8 am – 9 am

Breakfast (on us!) Bacon and Eggs

8 am — 9.30 am

Registration (White Ibis)

10.30 am — 2.30 pm

Krooze to Show n Shine

3 pm — 6 pm

Krooze the Park

6 pm — 7 pm

Sit down dinner, White Ibis

6 30 — Late

Kids Disco

8 pm — Late

Live Band

Unit 9/15-17 Bellbowie st Port Maquarie NSW 2444 PH 02 6584 4858
Mobile: 0408208259
Email: alansmithsigns@bigpond.com
http://alansmith.com.au/

The Centre for Disease Control has released a list of symptoms of bird flu. If you
experience any of the following, please seek medical treatment immediately:

1. High fever
2. Congestion
3. Nausea
4. Fatigue
5. Aching in the joints
6. An irresistible urge to crap on someone's windshield.
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We are locally owned and operated and
have been since January 1984. We
specialise in Standard Box Trailers,
Custom Built Trailers, Tandem Trailers
and Horse Floats.
Our use of first grade materials is
designed to provide durable
performance and ensure minimum
maintenance. We have an extensive
range of trailers in stock, starting with
a Budget Line suitable for smaller cars
and lighter work, through to Industrial,
Farm and Custom Built, including 4WD
Trailers for all Australian conditions.
We also stock an extensive range of
Spare Parts and Accessories. We are a
member of the Motors Traders
Association (MTA)and are a Licensed
Motor Dealer. Our team consists of 12
staff members, including Welders,
Mechanics, Spray Painters and Trade
Assistants, specializing in Design,
Manufacture and Repairs.

36 Stephens Road, Queanbeyan
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CRUIZE ‘N’ WEAR
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Day 4
Sunday 29th Jan
Time

Event

8 am – 9.30 am

Breakfast (on us!) Pancakes, Maple Syrup, Coffee and
Tea

10 am—11.30 am

Presentations

11.45 am

Hot dogs and farewells

Frank Mardell Air Conditioning
Kemps Creek NSW
Call Frank or Denise on 0417 404 874
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White Ibis Holiday Village is 14km north of Canberra, ideal for those
visiting the National Capital. Set on 10ha, the park accommodation
varies from park cabins with ensuites to drive-through sites, caravan
and camp sites. The park also has a separate manufactured home
section, as well as large bunkhouses to cater for school and sporting
groups.
An ornamental lake, and barbecue areas, plus swimming pool, cricket
area, tennis courts, playgrounds and games room ensure all visitors
can be entertained.
Email: whiteibis@hvgroup.com.au
Web: http://www.hvgroup.com.au
47 Bidges Road, Sutton NSW 2620 (off Federal Highway on ACT
border)
Tel: 1800 664 269 (Toll Free), (02) 6230 3433, Fax: (02) 6260 3483
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91- 97 Gladstone St Fyshwick ACT
Ph: (02) 6280 5533
Coates Hire Limited is Australia’s largest hire equipment
company with over 115 years experience in industry,
supplying to a wide variety of markets including Engineering
and Building Construction & Maintenance, Mining &
Resources, Manufacturing, Government, and Events.
With over 100 branch and satellite locations across the
country, our own maintenance and transport capability,
Coates is well positioned to satisfy the equipment hire needs
of an ever increasing customer base.
Our special thanks to Swannee and crew
for their continued support!
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GREENLIGHT
Mortgage is a
locally owned and
operated
Mortgage Broking
business, helping to make Dreams come true for
its many clients. With access to over twenty
different lending institutions, and hundreds of
mortgage products, we can be certain to find the
right loan for you.
Just some of the services we offer:
Home Loans—Investment Property Loans—Refinance—Line of Credit
Loans—Debt consolidation—Mortgage reduction Strategies— Free
Information Seminars (at home or place of work) — First Home
Owners Grant—Deposit Power Bonds—Mortgage Protection
Insurance— and the best part of all,
OUR SERVICE IS COMPLETELY FREE.
Call Stuart on 6254 4177 to arrange a free Financial Health Check,
including:
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Calculate your borrowing capacity



Determine how long it will take to repay your current home
loan



Gauge the amount of interest you can save over the term of
your loan



Do you have the correct type of Home Loan to meet your
needs?
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Pure ethanol looks just like vodka, only it tastes worse and smells like sweet
corn. It's possible to build your own still to make the stuff, but you'll need lots
of sugar, potatoes or even wheat, and your neighbours will get tired of the
overwhelming stench. It's also illegal. Pure ethanol (chemical formula C2H5OH)
has an octane rating of 115, while Australian pump petrol comes in grades from
91 to 98. The density of ethanol, 0.79kg per litre, is slightly greater than
petrol, but its energy content is significantly less. Burning a kilogram of ethanol
yields only 63 percent of the heat that burning the same amount of petrol
would deliver. What's more, ethanol combustion requires a quite different fuelto-air ratio. Completely burning a kilogram of petrol needs almost 15kg of air,
but a kilogram of ethanol needs exactly 9kg of air to burn entirely.
It's for these reasons that fuel efficiency declines when a blend of petrol and
ethanol is used in an engine designed to run on petrol. To use ethanol
efficiently means employing a higher compression ratio to make the most of its
high octane number.
Having said that, the most commercially viable octane enhancer possible is
ethanol. While we have already stated that it takes more Ethanol to produce
the same power as petrol let's look at the important figures - RON and MON.
Octane is a measure of the resistance in an engine to damaging knock (pinging),
which is premature detonation of the fuel before the spark plug fires at the
optimal point in the cycle of crankshaft rotation. Research Octane Number
(RON) is measured under normal driving conditions under light load on a level
road. Motor Octane Number (MON) is best described as pulling a heavy trailer
up a hill; that is, the engine is under considerable load, but, certainly, both
values increase.
Other benefits due to ethanol in your car are technical in nature, but may be
summarised as follows:



Cleans engine over time, especially harmful combustion chamber deposits.



Improved front end volatility for better cold start and improved operation
(driveability and distillation curve effects).



Dissolves any fuel line and fuel tank water, which are sources of corrosion,
(Continued on page 17)
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and eliminates them out the exhaust.



The higher octane of the ethanol blend allows the new cars with higher
compression ratio to run without changing refinery operations.

So how do we modify our performance engines to run Ethanol at blends greater
than 10%? Fuel and air metering, set up for petrol, is thrown out by ethanol's
different characteristics. The higher the ethanol content, the worse it gets.
As a guide, we can examine what Holden has done to export small numbers of
Chevrolet Omega-badged Commodores to Brazil, where the cars must run on
E22 fuel, a blend containing 22 percent ethanol. This 22 percent ethanol
content of Brazilian fuel is similar to the proportion discovered in 'petrol'
being sold by unscrupulous retailers in the Sydney and Wollongong areas in late
2002.

Here are the modifications Holden makes to cars exported to Brazil:



Nickel-plated fuel lines and rails instead of plain, unplated steel
components



Fuel-line connectors replaced with stainless-steel components



Ethanol-tolerant fuel-pump unit fitted



Fuel return line pressure regulator diaphragm upgraded
(Continued on page 18)

Harry Fowler



Piping and structural steel fabrication.



Installation/shutdowns



Maintenance labour



Crane hire.



Project Management

PO Box 938, Tumut NSW 2720

Mobile: 0407 837 463
Phone: 02 6947 4433
Fax: 02 6947 4438
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Material specification change for O-rings, seals, and hoses



Revised paint formulation for fuel-filler door to avoid loss of paint
adhesion

So where does this leave Australian drivers, whose cars have not been
ethanol-proofed? Holden's official response to the ethanol question is
similar to that of other car makers. "Holden has consistently said that an
ethanol blend of up to 10 percent is acceptable. Holden owners' handbooks
clearly state that using fuel other than that specified (91 octane) may
seriously damage the engine and may void warranty."
How informative—NOT!

The rest is up to you. Do some research, make a few changes to your engine,
and you can be back on the road in that 12:1 small block again!

Unit 12 264 Hoxton Park Rd Liverpool NSW, 2170

Ph: (02) 9607 2100
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Cooling Suggestions For Your Rod
by Steve Jack. (Stolen from StreetRodStuff.com)
Proper cooling system design of high performance hot rods and kustom engines is a critical
science for every owner to know and understand. The prolific addition of horsepower building
goodies has taken many a car over the edge when it comes to properly cooling the engine. This
has also been exacerbated by the addition of air-conditioning, closed and cramped engine
compartments as well as the desire to cruise in traffic at high ambient outdoor temperatures.
With today's aftermarket products, there are no excuses for not being able to drive your
favorite hotrod in the warmest of weather, to the farthest cruise-in, with the air-con at full
blast, without the engine overheating! I also consider this a safety issue — no one wants to get
stuck in a high traffic area with an overheating car. This can be a frustrating and dangerous
experience, especially in the slow lane on Parramatta Road!
The following list is a general compilation of suggestions to keep your cool ride on the cool side.
Since there are many derivations of cars today and so many different combinations of parts, it
is hard just to address every situation. So, be forewarned — this is not an end all to every
cooling situation, just basic good sense and science for your ride!
1.

If you are designing/redesigning a cooling system for your car, consider an aluminium
radiator. It is the best overall product on the market for the dollar. This is not to say
that the radiators made from copper and brass are not good, and if you have one that
works, don't go out and change for the sake of change, but aluminium media will
outperform their copper counterparts quite easily even though copper is a better
conductor of heat. Aluminium makes up for this by having more surface area available for
heat exchange. A 1.25" two-row aluminium radiator will cool just about anything up to
450hp (depending on size of course) if designed correctly and will outperform most 4 or
5 row copper brethren. Not only does aluminium offer a great deal more surface area for
cooling, but they are more rigid structures and less likely to leak. Also to the credit of
this technology and the fact that more modern cars are implementing aluminium, more
and more vendors are competing in this product line making for very attractive pricing.
Note: When running an aluminium radiator or any aluminium parts in contact with the
water jacket, make sure to run a sacrificial anode (usually zinc) to prevent the electrodisplacement of the aluminium.

2.

Only use the amount of antifreeze that your demographic region dictates. Basic
chemistry tells us that pure water is the best coolant. The specific heat of water is 1.0.
This is the common chemistry yardstick that says that it takes 1 BTU to raise 1 pound of
water 1° F and is assigned the 1.0 specific heat number. A 50/50 mix of ethylene glycol
(the green stuff) has a tested specific heat number of 0.5 and of propylene glycol of 0.3.
What this means is that it take twice the amount, in the case of the green stuff (and
over three times for the red stuff) of BTUs to raise the same amount of water 1 degree!!
This means that pure water will remove double the amount of heat and carry that heat
(Continued on page 20)
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(Continued from page 19)
away from the source per unit volume. Now, do the arithmetic and you will find out that
the more pure water, the more heat gets taken away. Do not confuse this with the boiling
point of the coolant. Pure water will boil at a lower temperature than that of a mix of
water and antifreeze, as well as freeze at a higher point. The application of pressure in
the system by way of the normal expansion of water and gas during heating, is the
solution to keeping the water from boiling away. A 10 LB pressure on water raises is vapor
point to 239° F. I recommend a 25% mix of the green/red stuff to water for boiling
protection, lubricating and corrosion resistance. Use only what you need!
3.

Use the highest tested pressure cap available, even though it only is actually a safety
valve in your working system. Radiator caps serve no dynamic functional purpose other
than to keep the coolant in under pressure when the natural expansion of liquids and
gases takes place. Contrary to popular belief, the addition of a higher pressure cap does
not necessarily increase your system’s likelihood of creating a leak due to pressure.
Always run a thermostat and, if you have a high performance water pump, make sure your
thermostat has a by pass hole. By-pass types of thermostats are readily available from a
variety of aftermarket vendors. If you already have a thermostat, then you can drill your
own by-pass holes. If you remove the thermostat and run without it, it removes the
"turnover" or turbulence (non-laminar flow) from the entrance to the radiator and will
reduce the efficiency of the radiator. This turnover or turbulence is what makes sure
that every molecule of water gets heated as evenly and fully as possible making for the
best heat sponge. A good analogy is jumping in a lake and finding the surface water is
warm to the touch, but a few feet down at your feet the water feels significantly cooler.
This very same thing will happen in your cooling system if left to just laminar (smooth)
flow and degrades the systems ability to carry and dissipate heat.

4.

With today's high performance and high output engines, use a proven high flowing water
pump. This is especially important at idle and slow cruising speeds to speed the water
flow through the radiator. Contrary to popular belief, slowing the water through the
radiator does not improve heat dissipation! This is a widely held myth that is completely
contrary to the laws of heat conduction physics. The higher the flow, the more heat will
get carried and displaced. Stock pumps are okay (generally) for stock engines, but the
high flow ones are a major step up.

5.

Do not use "under drive" pulley sets or kits! This equates to marketing fiction that you
are going to save yourself bunches of horsepower by under driving your accessories. If
you are on the racetrack and galloping along at 7000+RPMs, then you may save a few
horses, but for street driven vehicles stock pulleys and now recently made available
"overdrive" pulleys will spin your accessories over the stock levels that will help not only
your cooling system, but your air-conditioning and electrical/power generation as well.

6.

Run manifold vacuum advance! This will aid low speed cooling situations. The correct
application of vacuum advance mechanics will cause your engine to work more efficiently
and therefore produce less heat at idle and slow speeds.
(Continued on page 21)
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(Continued from page 20)
7.
For carbed engines, tune the carb. Don't let a too lean condition spoil your idle or cruising
down the road. In my experience, over 90% of the cooling issues with a car that makes
too much heat on the move is the result of a too lean condition. A too lean idle will also
contribute significantly to producing more heat.
8.

Always use a quality fixed bladed mechanical fan with a clutch and shroud. They come as
a threesome in the deal for cooling. The absence of a shroud can cut CFM production in
half. The use of flex fans on high performance engines are not the best design for the
application. The incorporated use of a quality thermo-clutch is a must if you don't want to
fling that fan at warp like speeds and give up to 40+ horses away.
The use of electric fans is becoming more prolific in hotrods morphing from their
popularity in modern day autos. These fans can be as reliable as mechanical fans and can
actually produce a greater volume of air at idle and slow speeds than that of any
mechanical unit, making them excellent performers for heavy traffic and warmer
climates. I highly recommend an electric booster fan for air conditioning when the
compressor is running on mechanical fan equipped cars. This provides for additional heat
removal, which the air system adds to the overall mix. Choose known quality electric fans.
Measure the fan’s ability to do work (or in this case move more air) by the continuous
ratings in watts (power) or amperage (electrical current). Don't fall prey to the "gorilla"
type of electric fan ads that only have 12 or 13 amps of continuous operating current and
advertise a whopping 2700 CFMs of production. Expect to pay a couple of humdred
dollars for a good one.

9.

Do not use metal coating(s) for your radiator hoses. This includes braided, sleeved or
conical. The use of metal materials will actually act like an insulator and contain the heat
to the system. Conversely, the use of bare aluminium/copper tubes in the system affixed
with rubber fittings or ends will dissipate heat. If its rubber on the inside and metal on
the outside it's a no-no. If it's rubber on the inside and outside or if it's metal all the
way through then it's a yes-yes!

10.

Proper ventilation of the engine compartment is a must. Not so much as ambient
temperature is concerned, but the free flow of air in the compartment to allow the free
flow of air through the radiator. Simply put, with pressure behind the radiator, it won't
accept cool air from the front, thus, no cool water in the radiator!

11.

The more horsepower an engine makes the more cooling capacity it will need. More
horsepower requires more fuel and more fuel makes more heat. You lose about 33% of
your engine's energy in heat carried away by the cooling system. In fact, horsepower
calculations can be made about an engine by simply knowing the inlet and outlet
temperatures and flow in an engine.
Even at idle, fuel circuits are utilising small amounts of fuel at low RPMs. Fuel
requirement changes on higher horsepower engines, and will dictate small incremental
changes (more) at idle resulting in the production of more waste heat. This is especially
true with cams that require higher idle speeds. This increase in wasted heat must be
(Continued on page 22)
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(Continued from page 21)
additionally dissipated by your cooling system. So plan accordingly — more radiator
(good), more flow (better) or both (best).
12.

Designing a cooling system with the radiator cap in the upper hose is a big no-no! Certain
thermostat housings that go into the upper hoses are essentially reducing a 20 something
PSI cap to only a few pounds of protection at best. The pressure in the upper hose will
commonly exceed the cap’s pressure limits and expel coolant.
Systems with low pressure caps or caps that are pressure compromised, as mentioned
above, will allow coolant to be expelled during high RPMs and decrease the cooling
capacity and, eventually, compromise the whole system. Hence, the engine overheats from
a shortage of coolant. It is commonly thought that engines overheat and expel the
coolant when in fact it's the opposite. Coolant is expelled due do poor design and the
engine overheats.

13.

Coolant temperatures are not indicative of actual metal surface temperatures. The metal
temperature will have to be significantly higher to produce certain readings depending on
the flow rate and location of temperature sensing. Head sensing temperatures and intake
sensing temperatures can differ greatly even though the inlet temperature at the
radiator is no different. Regardless of the location of the sender, a 250° F indication is
about the limit before you should shut down the engine to recuperate. Keep this in mind
when things get this hot — an aluminium head might be saved as a result.

14.

New or drained systems will always have trapped air in them. Simply fill them to the top
and let any extra coolant expel. Check when cool and refill if necessary. Radiators with no
overflow arrangements will need some air space at the top of the radiator for natural
expansion or expulsion will occur.

Simply put, the best cooling systems are the high five:
(Continued on page 23)



Die Cast Rod Models



All Accessories



Hot Rods



Customs



Race Cars



Street Cars



Vintage Cars



Bikes



All Collectables

Phone Tony Martin on:
0402 851 100
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(Continued from page 22)



high water content



high flow



high cooling surface areas



high turbulence



high CFMs.

Steve Jack
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Baker’s Delight, suppliers to
the CRAKK run — fresh
bread daily.
Woden Shop G76
The Market,Woden Plaza
(02) 6281 5502
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Email: gt@tr1.biz

Web: http://www.tr1.biz

110 Gladstone St Fyshwick ACT
phone 02 6280 6198

Tractor Replacements are once again
the suppliers for the Major Entrant’s
prize for CRAKK 2006.

Air brake valves
Air compressors
Air controls &
Cylinders
Air filter assemblies
Air filter elements
Air hose &
fittings.
Air induction hose
Air pressure
gauges
Air pressure
regulators
Air rams
Air tools
Anti-freeze Antiboil
Ball valves
BallraceBatteries
Battery charger
Battery leads
Bearings - seals uni Joints
Bolts & nuts
Brake boosters
Brake drums
Brake linings
Brass fittings
Bucket teeth
Cargo-straps
Castors
Caterpillarspares (new &
used)
Chain
Chain Circlips
Claw couplings
Cables
Cut .off disc
Cutting edges
Cylinder hones
D shackle
Degreaser
Dial indicators
Drill bits
Drum pumps
Electric cable
End bits
Engine 0il
Engine.rebuild .kits .
Exhaust raincap
Exhaust stack
Exhaust system
accessories
Exhaust tube
Farm tractor-'.
Filters
Final drive
Fire fighting pump
Flap discs
Flexible exhaust
tube
Fuel transfer
pumps
Gas heaters

Gasket paper
Gauges
Generator set
Grab kits
Grader blades
Grease guns
Grease nipples
Grease-Pumps
Grinding discs
Ground engaging
tools
Grouser bar
Grouser shioes
Hand cleaner
Hand tools
Heater hose
High tensile bolt –
unc, unf: metric.'
Honda engine
Hooks
Hose Clamps
Hydraulic
breather cap.
Hydraulic filters
Hydraulic hose &
fittings
Hydraulic Jacks
Hydraulic power
packs
Hydraulic pumps
Hydraulic rams
Impact sockets
Impact wrench
Implement pins
Inhibitor
Jack hammers &
accessories
Jumper leads
Key steel
Komatsu spare
parts
Landing legs
Lifting hooks .
Lights
Loadbinder
Loctite
Lynch pins
Maxflo hose
Mirrors
Mudflaps
Mudguards
Mufflers
Nylon tube
Oil transfer
pumps
Paint, thinner,
primer
Parts washer
Paving breaker
Petrol & oil hose
Plow bolts
Porta power
Power tools
Precleaners
Pressure cleaners
PTO shaft
Pulleys
Radiator hose

Radiator inhibitor
Rag
Revolving
beacons
Ripper attachments
Ripper boots
Ripper shank
Robin engine
Rod ends
S cams
Seats
Shackle bushes &
pins
Signs
Slack adjusters
Slasher
Sling - flat web/
wire rope
Socket sets
Spanner sets
Speedi sleeves
Spring pack
Sprocket &
segment
Sprockets
Stands
Tap and die
Taper locks
Tension wrench
Thread inserts
Three point
linkage & accessories
Tipper body locks
Tool box
Tow-coupling
Track bolts & nuts
Track Chain
Track rollers
Track shoes
Truck &traiier
brake- suspension
Truck Wash
Turbo charger
hose
Turntables
Tyre gauges
Undercarriage
V belt
Vernier Calipers
Vices
WD-40
Wear plate
Wheels
Winches

We’ve got
EVERYTHING you
need!
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Shannons offers tailor-made insurance policies for over 100,000 vintage,
classic, modified and sports vehicles as well as the day to day cars of motoring enthusiasts. Shannons policies deliver Agreed Value, Your Choice of Repairer and Guaranteed Repairs as core benefits.
Regardless of what car you drive you'll find that Shannons policies are more
than competitive and offer the benefits motoring enthusiasts want.
Dealing with Shannons means you'll deal with Shannons people- enthusiasts
who care about you and your car. People who share your passion.

ACT

NSW

Unit 1, 74 Newcastle Street
Fyshwick ACT 2609

Unit B, 12 Frederick Street,
St Leonards, 2065

Vic

Queensland

321 Warrigal Road,
Cheltenham, 3192

Unit 1A, Cnr Orange Grove & Riawena
Rds,
Salisbury 4107
www.shannons.com.au
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Specialty Fasteners operates from a
modern spacious warehouse fully stocked
with engineering and construction
products. The air-conditioned showroom
combined with off-road parking, technical
advice and friendly staff ensures prompt
attention to all fastening requirements.

58 TownsvilleStreet FYSHWICK
PH: 6280 4650; 6280 7794
EMAIL: specfast@bigpond.com
Trading hours:
Mon - Fri 7:00am - 5:00pm
Sat morn 7:00am - 12:00 noon
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Trophy

Sponsor

Top 6

Tractor Replacements

Top 6

Tyrepower, Tuggeranong

Top 6

White Ibis

Top 6

Coates Hire

Top 6

Alan Smith Signs and Graphix

Top 6

Resort Trailers

Phantom’s Choice

Phantoms

Dare to be Different

Road Runner Models

Koolest Bicycle

Dukes

Top Ratster

KRAKK

Top Custom

KRAKK

Trevor Abernathy Memorial Mystery Cruiz- Baker’s Delight
er Award
Ross Eldridge Memorial Kool Kruzin Award

Skidmarx

Bill Lynch Memorial Car Lending Award

CHRA

Longest Distance

Poor Boyz

Spark Plug Hunt

Road Runner Models

Colouring Comp under 5

Road Runner Models

Colouring Comp 6-9

Road Runner Models

Colouring Comp 10-14

Road Runner Models

Colouring Comp over 15

Road Runner Models
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Shannon’s Insurance—Page 27

Gold Sponsors
Tractor Replacements—Page 26

Skidmarkz—Page 11
Jiparu Cellars—Page 2

White Ibis—Page 13
Tuggeranong Tyrepower—Page 6

Superflow Heads—Page 18

Alan Smith Signs and Graffix—Page
9

Specialty Fasteners—Page 28
Timic Hot Rod Supplies—Page 5

Resort Trailers—Page 10

Vigil—Page 7

Silver Sponsors
Baker’s Delight, Woden—Page 25

Drewfus Designs—Page 24
A & D Spray Painting—Page 8

Green Light Mortgage—Page 15
Road Runner Models—Page 22
H & S Engineering Construction—
Page 17

Coates Hire—Page 14
Bronze Sponsors
F & D Airconditioning—Page 12
Graffiti Publications—Page 4
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